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Jersey has been a leading international finance centre for more than 50 years. 

At the forefront of global banking, corporate services and wealth management, it has developed 
an offering that balances product innovation alongside high standards of regulation, world class 
legislation and in depth expertise from a range of experienced practitioners.

The following articles explore the ingredients that have given Jersey this competitive edge and 
examine the benefits to intermediaries and their clients of working in partnership with  
practitioners in Jersey.
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Africa’s Economic Potential

And the  
role Jersey  
can play

Jersey’s finance industry, with a firm foundation of political and economic stability, and a 
sophisticated and comprehensive legislative and regulatory platform, has the international 
pedigree to appeal to investors throughout the African continent. 

Jersey is no new arrival on the African scene and there 
is plenty of evidence of the close business ties that have 
been established over a number of decades, especially 
with private clients and intermediaries in Eastern and 
South Africa. There are a number of African banks with an 
operational presence in Jersey, including Standard Bank 
and Nedbank, and a long standing concentration of private 
client business; it is estimated that 9% of assets looked 
after in trusts in Jersey have arisen from African sources.  
Furthermore, Jersey has significant experience in advising 
clients across the African Continent on transactions with 
a wide ranging focus, from corporate work in the natural 
resources, mining and energy sectors, through to funds 
and infrastructure projects, as well as private wealth 
management. 

Currently Jersey is a conduit for between 0.5 and 1.5% of all 
foreign investment into the continent, but the potential for 
the jurisdiction to have a more active role in supporting the 
growth of the African economy is clear, as a study recently 
commissioned by Jersey Finance confirmed.

Potential for prosperity
Independently researched and produced by Capital 
Economics, the study concluded that Africa has the 
opportunity to quadruple living standards by 2040, 
although in order to do so it will need to find $11.4 trillion 
in extra investment over that period. While other continents 
are saddled with ageing populations, Africa’s working age 
population is expected to double over the next 30 years, 
providing a demographic advantage and ideal conditions 
for the widespread growth of the African economy. 

To fuel that growth, Africa would need a massive amount of 
investment funding for infrastructure development, foreign 
direct investment and for capital. Jersey, a conduit of 
international capital and an efficient capital allocator, is in a 
prime position to offer the expertise required in structuring 
and transaction-based business.

Jersey’s value to Africa
Naturally, the features that international investors elsewhere 
find attractive about our financial services regime are the 
factors that African investors are also seeking. For example, 
our tax neutrality means that we can pool investments from all 
over the world to finance projects in Africa efficiently and cost 
effectively. Our robust legal framework and sound judiciary 
offer protection to investors who might be uncomfortable 
investing directly in African countries. 

Jersey is a politically stable IFC of substance, with an AA+ credit 
rating from Standard & Poors, and its appeal is heightened 
because of the remarkably strong partnership that exists 
between Jersey based legal and finance professionals and 
financial institutions, intermediaries and advisers in the 
City of London. It’s a business bond that has evolved over 
many decades as Jersey has been established as a leading 
International Finance Centre for more than 50 years and has 
always had a close affinity with City of London professionals. 
It ensures effective access to London’s capital markets, a 
requirement of major companies in industries such as mining.

Jersey also benefits through its willingness to play an active role 
in international efforts to crack down on tax evasion and fiscal 
crime. In respect of information exchange, all Jersey corporate 
service providers are regulated and must hold detailed client 
records, and for trusts this information is held on the files of the 
licensed service provider, which is subject to rigorous inspection 
by the regulator. We have also been cited in a World Bank report 
as a model of good practice in capturing the details of beneficial 
ownership.

In addition Jersey’s authorities have sought to engage with the 
African Tax Administration Forum and other international bodies 
on ways in which it can assist developing countries to enhance 
their revenue raising capacity, while tackling issues of financial 
crime, including fiscal crime.

Ultimately, Jersey can offer a safe business environment while 
helping Africa fulfil its economic potential. In the following 
pages, some of our specialist practitioners highlight the 
expertise available, and the suite of legislative vehicles and 
listing capabilities that Jersey can offer the African investment 
community. ■
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To read Capital Economics’ report ‘Jersey’s Value to Africa’, go to: 
 www.jerseyfinance.je/valuetoafrica
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Wildlife conservation
Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust was founded by 
conservationist and author, the late Gerald Durrell, in Jersey 
in 1963. In its mission to ‘save species from extinction’, 
the Trust has been working on projects in the African 
region for many years. The organisation’s attention is 
heavily focused on the island of Madagascar, including on 
the recovery of certain species of lemurs, tortoises and 
frogs, and on related habitat restoration. The Trust works 
extensively with Malagasy communities in its project areas, 
providing water aid, assistance with fisheries management, 
conservation scholarship and employment opportunities. 
Other notable projects in Africa include work in Comoros 
to save the Livingstone’s fruit bat, the rarest megabat in 
the world, and the ‘Gorilla Guardians’ projects in countries 
including Nigeria, Rwanda, Cameroon and Uganda. African 
gorilla rangers have also received scholarships from Durrell 
Conservation Academy in Jersey.

The famous ‘Jersey Cow’
Jersey cattle are renowned for the quality of the rich, 
creamy milk that they produce and are also appealing 
because they are relatively small, easy to manage and 
can withstand hot climates. South Africa has the largest 
population of Jersey cattle in Africa, but breeding 
programmes are also firmly established in countries 
including Zimbabwe, Zambia, Nigeria, Rwanda, Kenya, 
Mozambique and Tanzania. In 2014, South Africa hosted 
the 20th World Jersey Cattle Bureau Conference, attended 
by over 160 delegates from 19 countries, and many other 
Jersey cattle events are held each year.

The Red Roof Academy School, Kenya

Charitable initiatives
Many individuals and organisations in Jersey have strong 
ties with African communities and provide valuable 
assistance where needed. The Jersey Overseas Aid 
Commission manages and administers funds made 
available by Jersey’s Government for overseas aid. It has 
supported numerous projects in African countries over the 
years through the funding of organisations and charities, 
by granting aid and emergency relief, and by organising 
frequent Community Work projects undertaken by Jersey 
volunteers. Many Jersey schools have developed links with 
counterparts in Africa, raising funds and contributing 
a wide range of educational materials, including desks, 
chairs, textbooks, exercise books and uniform. Numerous 
initiates have also been instigated by churches and 
charities in Jersey, including the development of schools 
and the introduction of feeding programmes.

The relationship 
between Jersey 

and Africa is long 
established, thanks 

to excellent political, 
commercial and 
community links
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Companies operating  
in Africa 
Jersey is an internationally recognised, highly reputable 
jurisdiction and a well-respected business centre. It 
has a long standing reputation for attracting successful 
companies and individuals to its shores. A number of 
businesses with operations in Africa have established 
here. These include Randgold Resources Ltd, a gold 
mining company; Bellzone Mining plc, an iron ore, copper 
and nickel exploration and development business; 
and Heritage Oil Ltd, an oil and gas exploration and 
production company. O3b Networks Ltd, a network 
communications service provider, also has its corporate 
headquarters in Jersey. In the banking sector, institutions 
with African heritage have been based in Jersey since 
the 1990’s including Standard Bank and Nedbank Private 
Wealth. ■

St. Helier, Jersey

Chris George Photography
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Jersey and Africa

International relations
Official representatives from Jersey have made a number 
of visits to countries in Africa in recent years and African 
officials have also visited Jersey. Representatives from Jersey 
regularly attend Commonwealth Parliamentary Association 
events, most recently in South Africa, Cameroon and Kenya. 
Officials have also represented Jersey at the recent Indaba 
Mining Conferences. The Nigerian High Commissioner 
to the UK, His Excellency Dr Dalhatu Sarki Tafida, and 
Rwanda’s High Commissioner to the UK, His Excellency 
Williams Nkurunziza, conducted official visits to Jersey 
in 2014. Jersey’s Senator Sir Philip Bailhache met with the 
High Commissioners of Kenya, Swaziland and Ghana in 
London, whilst our Chief Minister, Senator Ian Gorst met the 
South African High Commissioner, His Excellency My Obed 
Mlabawith, at the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. Tax 
Information Exchange Agreements have also been developed 
with various jurisdictions including South Africa and shortly 
with Kenya, whilst Double Taxation Avoidance agreement 
negotiations have been requested/initiated with nine other 
African countries.

The Nigerian High Commissioner to the UK, His Excellency Dr. Dalhatu 
Sarki Tafida, on a visit to Jersey recently (centre), together with  
Mr S A Adelemi, Minister/Head of Trade and Investment (right) and  
Mr T.G. Adeniyi, Special Assistant to the High Commissioner (left)
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Standard Bank, Africa’s largest bank, has had a presence 
in Jersey for over two decades following the acquisition of 
Brown Shipley in 1992. 

Jersey was chosen as the headquarters for the Bank’s 
offshore operations because of its well established 
infrastructure and the skilled and experienced talent pool 
available. In setting up the Jersey operation, Standard 
Bank could offer an international dimension to its 
predominantly African client base, through a range of 
offshore services and products.

Today, Standard Bank has a presence in 20 countries 
across the African continent, plus a dozen international 
locations. The Jersey office provides a seamless point of 
contact for servicing both the onshore and offshore needs 
of clients. 

Africa is Standard Bank’s focus both for clients wishing to 
externalize part of their wealth and for inward investment 
in the continent. According to Ernst and Young’s 2014 
Africa Attractiveness Survey, Foreign Direct Investment 
into Sub Saharan Africa increased by 4.7% in 2013 and 
the Bank believes that demographics will support and 
accelerate this growth. 

The offshore team in Jersey focuses on providing banking 
services for corporate clients and managing, growing 
and protecting the generational wealth of High Net Worth 
clients and their families. Relationship Managers are 
supported by a team of product specialists in the areas of 
global investments, trust & fiduciary, specialized lending 
and transactional banking. The compliance team in Jersey 
works closely with colleagues in in-country teams in east, 
west and southern Africa, to negotiate complex financial 
and regulatory cross-border environments. 

Will Thorp, CEO, Standard Bank Jersey, commented: “Jersey 
is a highly developed and reputable financial centre built 
on innovation, talent and a strong legal and regulatory 
framework. Although there are many challenges to 
the offshore ‘model’, Jersey is well placed to meet and 
overcome those challenges. Standard Bank has grown its 
business in the jurisdiction over the past 12 months and is 
planning further growth, with Africa as a strategic focus.” 

Nedbank Private Wealth is the international private wealth 
management brand within the Johannesburg-based 
Nedbank Group. 

Nedbank is the fourth largest bank in Africa and is majority 
owned by Old Mutual Plc, the FTSE 100 and Fortune 500 
financial services group. The Nedbank Group is a keen 
supporter of the international operations and Nedbank 
Private Wealth enjoys the collective strength and reputation 
of the associated businesses, and a heritage that dates back 
to 1834. 

The international businesses play a key role within 
Nedbank’s own expansion plans outside South Africa. 
Nedbank’s recent acquisition of 20% of Ecobank has 
provided its clients with access to banking solutions across 
39 African countries.

Nedbank Private Wealth has held a banking licence in 
Jersey since 1994 and serves both international and South 
African clients. The full range of financial services includes 
international banking and investments through to fiduciary 
structures. These are available to a wide spectrum of clients, 
from private individuals and professional intermediaries, 
to non-trading companies, trusts, governments 
and institutional investors. With the ever-increasing 
sophistication in the asset management arena, one of the 
company’s key offerings is its established discretionary 
investment management service. 

Cameron Walker, the Jersey-based head of relationship 
management at Nedbank Private Wealth, commented: 
“While retaining our local approach and personal touch with 
clients, we cannot help but benefit from the stability and 
strength of being closely aligned to our international parent, 
Nedbank, which has over 29,000 employees and a market 
capitalisation of over £6 billion*.

“Our Jersey office has been established for over 20 years 
and our longstanding commitment to the Island remains 
undiminished. We are dedicated to building the business 
and working with clients to provide objective financial 
guidance, product and service excellence.” ■
 
*Based on latest published accounts 31 December 2013.

Jersey Soil
African Roots

6 JERSEY FINANCE: LINKS WITH AFRICA
Data from Jersey Financial Services Commission, December 2014, converted from GBP to USD in March 2015
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Apart from South Africa (which is a rather developed 
emerging market), the rest of the African economies 
could largely be termed early-stage emerging economies, 
with each country at a different level of political and 
economic maturity. The result of this is that news flow 
about the continent regularly reports on smaller countries 
and economies where political and economic issues are 
often not dealt with in the same way as in larger more 
progressive countries.

The recent commodity and oil price slump has focussed 
attention on Africa’s resource reliability. Despite a similar 
collapse in commodities in the second half of 2008, growth 
in Africa’s GDP remained above 4% for both 2008 and 2009, 
at a time when most of the world was experiencing flat or 
negative growth. In addition, McKinsey has estimated that 
only 24% of Africa’s growth from 2002 to 2007, during a 
commodity boom cycle, was due to resources. 

Although the current weak oil price negatively affects the 
oil exporters, most of Africa’s economies (making up more 
than 50% of the continents’ GDP too) are net importers 
of oil and petroleum products. Some large countries that 
will benefit from lower oil prices are South Africa, Egypt, 
Morocco, Kenya (and the rest of East Africa), Tunisia, Ghana 
and the Ivory Coast. These observations highlight the risks 
of considering the continent as homogenous, although the 
growth and development narrative is true in aggregate and 
over time.

On the political front, we have seen significant changes 
and improvements across the continent over the past few 
years. In 2013, well run Kenyan elections followed a new 
constitution that devolved more government functions and 
accountability to local county level, thus deepening the 
democracy in the country. This should lead to improved 
allocation of state resources and enhance the growth of this 
key East African economy. 

Business environment
Not only is the political environment improving across 
Africa in general, but so is the business environment. A 
regular traveller to countries across the continent will 
notice this improvement from year to year, but the World 
Bank studies this in detail in their annual ‘Doing Business’ 
analysis. Their data shows that even as the world has 
become easier and easier for businesses, Africa has 
improved faster. Despite setbacks in some countries, we 
are encouraged by the trend in the leading economies and 
regional powerhouses where the pace of improvement 
tends to be increasing. More importantly, in the World 
Bank’s latest analysis, out of the top ten improving 
countries globally over the previous year, five were from 
Sub-Saharan Africa. Sub-Sahara African countries also 
accounted for the largest number of regulatory reforms in 
the year, with 70% of these economies having at least one 
reform that improves the business environment.

With all these positive changes happening across the 
continent, as well as the innovative and entrepreneurial 
nature of African businesses and governments, it is no 
wonder that the International Monetary Fund (IMF) expects 
that seven out of the ten fastest growing economies 

over the next five years will come from Africa. It is also 
not surprising that African businesses are investing in 
growth opportunities. This is evidenced by the use of 
stock exchanges to list and also to raise additional capital 
through rights issues, which are becoming more frequent. 
Many African businesses are also expanding regionally 
or across the continent. Nigerian banks have regional 
strategies, with United Bank for Africa, for example, having 
18 operations in other African countries, as far afield as 
Mozambique. 

We expect that these trends will continue across the 
continent. The improved (and improving) macroeconomics, 
combined with favourable demographics and increasing 
stability in political environments, should form the 
backdrop to a continuously improving operating 
environment for companies across Africa. The increasing 
urbanisation that we see (Africa as a whole is more 
urbanised than India and similar to that of China) and 
the rise of the middle class African consumer will lead to 
growth in disposable income and spending on goods and 
services. 

In short, the continent of Africa can offer diversified and 
high growth investment opportunities and, of course, 
Africans themselves are already investing there. ■

Paul Clark, African Equities Specialist, Ashburton Investments

When considering the growth narrative for Africa, many observers understand 
the potential of the continent, especially the favourable demographics, increasing 
urbanisation and the rise of the middle class African consumer. However, they are 
sceptical of the improved political stability, over-emphasise the importance of mining 
and commodity prices to these economies and do not have enough understanding of the 
enormous diversity of a continent of 54 individual countries.

Many African businesses are expanding regionally or across the continent. 
Nigerian banks have regional strategies, with United Bank for Africa, for example, 

having 18 operations in other African countries, as far afield as Mozambique
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The United Nations forecasts that the working age 
population in many of the Sub-Saharan countries will 
rise at pace in the next 25 years, growing by 2.5% 
annually in Africa. This equates to some 600,000,000 
people, with the bias towards 15 to 29 years olds, 
eventually making up 50% of Sub-Saharan Africa’s 
population.1 To accommodate all of these working 
age adults and their families, many of the continent’s 
nations face a massive need to expand their economies 
via internal and external sources, and generate the 
basic levels of growth required to avoid the desperate 
plight of poverty and unemployment. Yet Africa is 
nothing if not overflowing with resourceful populations 

and plentiful natural resources, both above and below 
the ground. Global Entrepreneurship Monitor in 2013 
identified 6 nations in Africa where upwards of 25% of 
adults started or ran a business in the last 3.5 years.2 
Furthermore, the OECD expects Africa to achieve 5% 
annualized growth to 20403, a massive premium to 
the rates achieved and forecast in more developed 
economies.

But it is clear, in view of the low base, that without 
international investment into Africa, the real funding 
gap will only widen, given Capital Economics’ forecast 
that 2.1% growth will be ‘retained’ internally.

A conduit for African investment
Jersey’s opportunity in Africa lies in its ability to service 
cross border flows offering structures and services to 
development agencies and international investors, including 
African diaspora. We have multiple links to Africa, with the 
subsidiaries of many banks and asset management groups 
present here, but most importantly the transparent tax 
neutral vehicles and financial infrastructure necessary to 
achieve the confidence of investors.

With these contacts and proximity to developed sources of 
capital (albeit often along the North–South Axis), Jersey is 
well placed to grow its African credentials to compete with 
other international finance centres, including Mauritius. One 
should not ignore the opportunities for South–South capital 
flows, which make up a growing proportion of investment 
into the continent, and again Jersey is well placed to service 
such cross-border transactions. Continued growth in its 
expertise and experience in the mining and extractive 
industries will ensure that Jersey remains an attractive base 
to domicile corporate entities holding this asset class.

Crestbridge has assisted investments via its Capital 
Markets group into Sub-Saharan territories including 
Ghana, Cameroon, Kenya, Tanzania and Cote D’Ivoire. 
Structures supported by our teams include regulated fund 
vehicles, Jersey private vehicles and structured finance 
transactions investing in natural resource assets, corporate 
and sovereign debt, all of which are contributing to 
Jersey’s current investment in Africa of between £5.7bn 
and £15.5bn (representing between 0.5% and 1.5% of total 
external investment).

Much of the sovereign or quasi-sovereign borrowing 
Crestbridge has seen has supported government spending 
on post-conflict infrastructure (Cote D’Ivoire), trade finance 
and telecommunications (Ghana), bank financing and SME 
lending (Kenya and Cameroon) and mining (Tanzania). 

Challenges
Some barriers to capital flows do still exist. In terms of 
construction projects, many African governments awarding 
mandates to regional contractors (for power production, 
housing, roads, waterworks or other long term projects) 
prefer self-funded arrangements excluding the need for 
recourse to Governmental guarantees, particularly where 
their overall borrowing is subject to limits dictated by 
external agencies (e.g. the IMF or the World Bank). This 
often deters investors who seek actual or quasi sovereign 
guarantees from Government-owned agencies or banks, 
and, when not forthcoming, investment is frustrated. 
Likewise, doing business in Africa continues to be 
extremely challenging in many Sub-Saharan territories due 
to hurdles including exchange controls, a continuing high 
risk of corruption and inefficient processes, which drive 
higher investor and structuring risk. 

If the massive investment gap faced by Africa is to be 
plugged, the financial markets must continue to challenge 
the norm by encouraging responsible and transparent 
structuring, and maintaining strong governance, to 
encourage and facilitate inward investment to the 
continent. Jersey is ideally placed to do this. ■
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1.  United Nations, World Populations Prospects: The 2012 Revision, Highlights and Advance Tables

2. GEM 2013 Global Report (Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, London)

3.  Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, May 2014 and Capital Economics

David King, Director, Corporate & Capital Markets, Crestbridge

Africa faces a massive funding shortfall, estimated to be US$85 trillion over the 
course of the next 25 years, primarily for housing, infrastructure and capital 
projects. How can Jersey help to fill this gap? 
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Jersey’s wide range of flexible fund products, its neutral 
tax regime and an established framework of best 
practice in the governance of investment vehicles have 
positioned the jurisdiction at the forefront for fund 
clients seeking to tap into the growing number of inward 
and outward investment opportunities arising from the 
continued development of the African market.

Available data is pointing to further development of 
African economies in the years ahead. Across different 
regions of Africa, there is a growing range of funds 
activity with the greatest focus on private equity. A 
number of well-established funds invested in other 
parts of the world are now concentrating their efforts in 
Africa in relation to both infrastructure projects and to 
finance acquisitions. Complementing this trend is the 
apparent determination within the continent to open 
itself further to the outside world and to tap into these 
growing investment opportunities.

Experience
Jersey’s finance industry has wide ranging experience in 
supporting African clients wishing to make investments 
or protect their assets outside of the continent, as 
well as those clients looking to invest in Africa itself. 

This includes managing cross border transactions and 
forming appropriate and efficient structures that have 
wide appeal to clients in Africa who are keen to expand 
their commercial activity in the continent’s emerging 
markets. For over 25 years, we have helped many 
clients structure their investments into a broad range of 
sectors including residential and commercial real estate, 
hospitality, manufacturing, mining, infrastructure, 
transport and retail.

Political stability, high quality regulation, the 
professionalism of the workforce and the length of time 
that Jersey has enacted the appropriate legislation to 
form, create and administer funds, all contribute to its 
appeal as a location for sophisticated investors and 
managers structuring their investment fund. The well 
-trodden path of being able to list Jersey companies 
both on the main UK exchanges and the Toronto Stock 
Exchange, a popular choice for mining companies, has 
also been beneficial.

Meanwhile, a further advantage for Jersey-based 
practitioners is the commitment of bodies such as Jersey 
Finance and Locate Jersey, the inward investment arm 
of Jersey’s government, who continue to ramp up their 
presence across the continent to raise awareness in the 
key markets.

Recent business
Jersey’s reach extends widely across Africa and we can 
highlight examples of supporting funds business in 
South Africa, Tanzania and Mozambique, with significant 
corporate or private client work also undertaken with long 
standing clients in Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, Ghana and 
Egypt. Among more recent examples in the funds space has 
been:

n   the structuring of a private fund for a group of 12 
investors who wished to invest into UK residential 
property

n   acting for a number of private equity funds invested in 
infrastructure projects in Sub Saharan Africa 

n   acting for a listed diamond mining company over a ten 
year period 

The underlying investments will often be structured in 
other locations for reasons of double taxation agreements, 
especially Mauritius, where JTC has a presence, but the 
main fund, whether listed or private, is in our experience 
more likely to be located in a premier jurisdiction such as 
Jersey.

Global standards
As African countries seek investment from abroad, they are 
keen to have in place the appropriate global standards of 
corporate governance and therefore investors are drawn 
to Jersey, where fund and fiduciary professionals are 
themselves regulated, where there is broad familiarity with 
the structures and the funds regime, and where corporate 
governance skills are of a high order. 

Prominent emerging markets such as Africa will continue 
to provide new investment opportunities, resulting from 
elevated economic growth rates, higher expected returns 
and diversification benefits. As economic activity escalates, 
it will undoubtedly attract further private equity funding 
and Jersey’s fund administration and fiduciary specialists 
have an important and influential role to play in that 
growth. ■

Philip Burgin, Group Head of Client Services, JTC

Firmly established as a prominent offshore 
funds centre and a domicile of choice for 
many leading fund promoters, Jersey has 
much to offer emerging markets across the 
African continent.

Jersey’s  
Funds 
Landscape

Fu
n

d
s Jersey’s reach extends widely across Africa and we can highlight examples 

of supporting funds business in South Africa, Tanzania and Mozambique, 
with significant corporate or private client work also undertaken with long 

standing clients in Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, Ghana and Egypt

Across different regions of 
Africa, there is a growing range 

of funds activity with the 
greatest focus on private equity
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Joint ventures
Joint venture activity in the African continent is something 
that has risen significantly in the last few years. There 
have, of course, been a number of very high profile joint 
ventures. These include the one between Nigeria and 
Russia, established to exploit Nigeria’s vast gas reserves 
and the use of joint venture structures by China’s state-
backed Africa investment fund, which seeks joint venture 
partners to build infrastructure throughout Africa. However, 
these structures have also been popular on a private 
level. Joint ventures are often seen as a cost effective 
way of structuring transactions between parties with 
complimentary aims and objectives, who seek to pool their 
various resources.

Jersey provides an excellent and well tested home for these 
joint ventures with flexible corporate legislation and the 
ability to imbed contractual agreements between the joint 
venture parties into the constitution of the company. The 
parties then have the ability to control whichever elements 
of the operation they require at either board or shareholder 
level, without the level of prescription that is sometimes 
evident in the onshore world. 

 
Vehicles domiciled in Jersey are easily established and 
relatively low cost to maintain, which can also be an 
attractive feature for parties looking to establish a joint 
venture. The fact that these companies are suitable from 
cradle to grave, or from inception of an idea to perhaps the 
flotation of the company, means that efficient structuring 
can be put in place at the outset and ideally before the 
entity in question has developed value, which could cause 
difficulties at a later date (such as the crystallisation of 
gains causing tax triggers).

Over the last few years there has been a significant 
convergence in the laws and structuring options in the 
principle offshore jurisdictions. However, it is Jersey that 
has the most developed track record in cross border 
corporate transactions. As various African countries, 
investors and business owners become more sophisticated 
and capital raising or investment opportunities increase, 
there will undoubtedly be further demand for offshore 
structuring. Jersey is perfectly positioned to assist. ■

Jersey for Cross  Border Transactions
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Jersey companies can be structured to meet a wide 
variety of business purposes, from trading vehicles to 

investment vehicles and joint ventures

Simon Dinning, Group Partner, Ogier

With governments across Africa working to improve the business climate, developed 
investment communities are appreciating the reality that Africa remains one of the 
last unrecognised growth opportunities in the world. Commodities are not the only 
attraction. Increased intellectual capital, in countries such as Kenya and Nigeria, and 
significant entrepreneurial spirit have fostered cross border deals in the telecoms, 
infrastructure, leisure and IT sectors. Jersey is ideally placed, with all of the 
necessary expertise, to provide solutions.

When looking at inward and outbound investment 
relating to Africa, as in any other parts of the world, 
businesses have to consider the most effective and 
efficient structuring methods. The offshore world 
already plays a significant role in a number of African 
investments, whether for reasons of advantageous tax 
treatment or to utilise the flexibility afforded by such 
jurisdictions. 

Advantages
Jersey has already featured prominently in investment 
structuring and capital raising and its Government 
has embraced the opportunities presented by the 
continent. Economic and political stability, features 
now uncommon in some other European-based tax 
structuring jurisdictions, provide significant advantages 
for Jersey. Tax neutrality is clearly important and Jersey 
has a proven record of providing tax efficient solutions 

and driving innovation. It would be unwise to compound 
any investor uncertainty around Africa by utilising 
a structuring jurisdiction that has its own inherent 
difficulties.

Jersey companies are used for a wide range of purposes 
and requirements including structured finance, 
capital markets, banking and property. Using a Jersey 
company for structuring international transactions can 
also be beneficial in terms of company law provisions 
around ease of transfer of ownership and distributions 
to shareholders. Additionally, share capital can be 
denominated in any currency and issued in various 
classes, including redeemable shares. The introduction 
of no par value companies has added yet more 
flexibility. These features enable Jersey companies to be 
structured to meet a wide variety of business purposes, 
from trading vehicles to investment vehicles and joint 
ventures.

Investment Vehicles  |  Joint Ventures  |  Trading Vehicles  |  Structured Finance  |  Capital Raising  |  Investment Vehicles  |  Joint Ventures  |  Trading Vehicles  |  Structured Finance  |  Capital Raising

Investment Vehicles  |  Joint Ventures  |  Trading Vehicles  |  Structured Finance  |  Capital Raising  |  Investment Vehicles  |  Joint Ventures  |  Trading Vehicles  |  Structured Finance  |  Capital Raising
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We have seen, and are continuing to see, significant foreign 
investment in Africa. This is not only from European, Asian 
or American investors, but also investment by African 
investors into other African countries (most notably South 
African corporates expanding into the rest of Africa). 
However, the sun does not always shine over Africa, and 
there are challenges and potholes. It is here where proper 
corporate structuring and risk management are paramount.

Holding vehicles
Private equity firms are investing heavily into Africa, but it 
is most unusual for the holding vehicles to be established 
in the African country of operation. International investors 
prefer to set up their holding structures in well-regulated, 
stable and tax neutral jurisdictions such as Jersey, and 
then deploy the cash in a tax efficient manner (considering 
treaty networks) to the operational entities.

This creates a fantastic opportunity for African based 
entrepreneurs looking for foreign investment. The key 
sectors that private equity firms are targeting are natural 
resources, infrastructure (with an increasing focus on 
renewable energy due to the ongoing transformation in 
the energy and power utilities sectors), financial services, 
telecoms, healthcare and IT. 

It is roughly estimated that US$45 billion is spent every year 
on infrastructure projects across the continent, however 
this is only 60% of the estimated US$75 billion that is 
needed to ensure Africa keeps pace with the projected 
demand. This, of course, creates lucrative investment 
opportunities.

Restructuring
Foreign investment into Africa, and specifically joint 
ventures between foreign investors and African enterprises, 
inevitably leads to more cross-border trade. Many 
institutions originally from Africa have become international 
through corporate restructuring, using highly rated 
financial centres such as Jersey, broadening not only their 

business base but also their investor base. This is especially 
true for larger corporates considering a listing on one of the 
international stock exchanges.

Many mining houses active in Africa have head offices in 
Jersey, which has given them better access to the capital 
markets. There is, however, no reason why entities active 
in the technology or infrastructure sectors could not also 
benefit from this.

These benefits are also not restricted to major corporates. 
Generally speaking, where a company is active in more 
than one country, there are likely to be a number of 
benefits to have a single holding entity based in a stable, 
well-regulated and tax neutral jurisdiction such as Jersey. 
Clearly, it is not straight-forward, but if the right advisers 
are on board, they will be able to guide you through the 
process, which will be a well-trodden path for them.

Experience
It has been said that, if you can only visit two continents in 
your lifetime, visit Africa twice. Although doing business 
in Africa unquestionably comes with its own challenges, I 
must agree with this sentiment even at a corporate level. 
Through proper corporate structuring and by walking the 
path hand in hand with seasoned advisers, a lot of these 
challenges can be overcome. ■

Hannes Botha, Partner, Hatstone Lawyers

Just as migratory birds return to Africa year after year, to habitats which enable 
them to flourish in optimum conditions, the desire to return again and again is 
seen amongst investors, who have experienced Africa with its rich opportunities 
and conditions for growth and success. When it comes to investment, the outlook for 
Africa for the next few decades at least, appears to be in line with this, with investors 
returning time and time again. 

THE IDEAL  
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Private equity firms are investing 
heavily into Africa, but it is most 
unusual for the holding vehicles 
to be established in the African 

country of operation

Many institutions originally from 
Africa have become international 
through corporate restructuring, 

broadening not only their business 
base but also their investor base
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IPOsfor African 
companies

Sub-Saharan Africa is seen as a new frontier of growth and is quickly gaining 
prominence on the corporate map. As investors are broadening their horizons 
past the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China), the region is getting 
serious attention. Jersey, a leading centre for corporate listings on stock 
exchanges around the world, has much to offer African businesses in the 
context of IPOs.

Since the beginning of this century, Africa’s GDP has been growing at two to three percent faster than global GDP. 
Indeed, the region’s growth trajectory has been the steepest in the world in the last decade and is likely to remain 
so into the future, with forecasts projecting 6% annual increases over the next 10 years.1 The main driving factors 
behind this renaissance are: a growing consumer class; a commodity boom; better infrastructure; a young workforce; 
improved governance and stability; and increased capital flow.

The financial world is sitting up and taking notice. In September 2014, the Financial Times ran a story about 
the London Stock Exchange (LSE) launching an aggressive attempt to increase the number of listings of African 
companies in the UK, following strong interest from institutional investors. 

Dean Douglas, Associate Director, First Names Group
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s Jersey capital markets in numbers

97
COMPANIES 
TRADING ON LSE 
MARKETS

No.1
OFFSHORE 

JURISDICTION 
FOR AIM 
LISTINGS

$432
BILLION
VALUE OF  
JERSEY-BASED  
LISTED COMPANIES

No.1
IN NON-UK 
COMPANIES  

IN THE  
FTSE 100

‘Jersey Holding Companies as Listings Vehicles’ Report from Jersey Finance (December 2014) converted from GBP to UDS in March 2015

Africa ascendant
There is no doubt that the economies in a number of Sub-Saharan countries are experiencing a resurgence. Investors 
searching for the next big market are showing a keen interest and moving to convert that interest into investment and 
ultimately high returns. Businesses looking to raise capital have responded by seeking international backing by listing 
on international stock exchanges such as the LSE and AIM. Using a Jersey company as the listed vehicle is an astute 
choice that makes use of a respected, recognised and tax neutral corporate structure to reap the benefits of the current 
spotlight on the African market. ■
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1. The Boston Consultancy Group Winning in Africa

For smaller companies, London’s Alternative Investment Market (AIM) is increasingly emerging as the exchange of choice, 
particularly for natural resources businesses. Jersey has, for some time, been a key jurisdiction for issuers wishing to apply 
for a listing on AIM. The market capitalistion of Jersey companies listed on AIM exceeded $4.5 billion at 31 December 2014.

   Reputation
✓  Jersey is designated as a ‘white listed’ jurisdiction by 

the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development)

✓  The International Monetary Fund (IMF) ranks Jersey 
among the leading international finance centres  

  Tax environment
✓  Tax neutrality, particularly where issuers are subject 

to current UK foreign subsidiary legislation 
✓  Jersey companies (apart from locally regulated 

financial services companies and utility companies) 
are, typically, zero rated for income tax and are not 
subject to capital gains tax within the jurisdiction

✓  Jersey does not levy any withholding tax on dividends 
and there is no Jersey stamp duty on share transfers

✓  Companies can also be incorporated in Jersey but can 
be resident for tax purposes in another jurisdiction if 
certain criteria are met

  Company law 
    Jersey company law, which is based on English 

company law and is thus familiar to investors around 
the world, provides flexibility in terms of:

✓  Available corporate entity types
✓  Additional options on dividends, share issues and 

financial assistance regimes – there is no prohibition

Why Jersey?
    on financial assistance in Jersey for either public or 

private companies
✓  The share buyback, share redemption and capital 

reduction regimes – there have been recent 
amendments to specific provisions for dealing with 
the redemption and buy-back of depositary receipts, 
the removal of the prohibition on the issue of shares 
at a discount and restrictions on commissions, as well 
as other developments that may assist publicly traded 
companies

  Professional expertise
✓  There is a large pool of legal, accountancy, banking 

and other financial expertise available in Jersey 
✓  The court system is well developed and is capable of 

handling the most complex and difficult cases

  Compatibility with London markets
✓  Jersey company shares settle in the same way as UK 

shares on the London market, removing the need for 
a depository receipt programme or branch register 
and associated costs 

✓  The UK Takeover Code, which is highly regarded 
among many investor circles, now applies to a Jersey 
company listed on AIM and the main market of the 
LSE (other than an open-ended investment company), 
irrespective of where it is managed and controlled
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There may be perceptions of risk and uncertainty 
surrounding capital ventures in Africa, centring 
largely on political instability, corruption and a lack of 
infrastructure. International investors typically seek 
to manage risk by deploying capital via structures 
established in well-regulated and stable jurisdictions, 
with respected judicial systems. This is particularly 
evident in the case of businesses operating in the 
natural resources sector, which may need to access the 
international capital markets at some stage of their 
evolution. Institutional investors demand high standards 
of corporate governance and a demonstrable track 
record of corporate and financial record keeping prior to 
capital markets transactions. 

Jersey Structures
Jersey has developed an enviable reputation as a 
jurisdiction of choice for natural resources businesses 
structuring into Africa. All forms of offshore vehicles 
- including companies, trusts and partnerships - can 
be established to support a wide variety of corporate 
transactions, including: asset holding; private 
placements; debt and equity listings; mergers and 
acquisitions; migrations; restructuring; refinancing; 
reorganisations; joint ventures and disposals. 

In addition, it is becoming increasingly important 
for businesses to demonstrate proper substance in 
the jurisdictions in which they operate, not just with 
management and control, but with office space and 
employees. Jersey has welcomed many new businesses 
over the last few years, which have set up operations 
here. Jersey has all the infrastructure and expertise 
modern businesses require and there is a skilled 
and experienced local work force. Africa focussed 
businesses that have located in Jersey include: 

n  Randgold Resources Limited

n  Centamin plc

n  Bellzone Mining plc

n  Heritage Oil Limited

n  Digby Wells Environmental

There is significant existing infrastructure in Jersey 
to assist with relocations and a wide variety of 
administration businesses, law firms, accountants, 
banks and other service providers, which can offer 
advice and practical support to ensure an efficient and 
effective relocation.

Corporate Services in Jersey
Many companies find that a disproportionate amount 
of their time is spent on operational or administrative 
tasks, rather than on core activities that create value. The 
appointment of a specialised corporate administrator 
can allow a cost effective and flexible approach to 
the maintenance of statutory records and company 
administration. This approach is often adopted by natural 
resources businesses pre-IPO, where the maintenance of 
high standards of corporate governance is critical. It allows 
businesses to manage peaks and troughs of activity and 
to take advantage of sophisticated IT platforms, processes 
and procedures. Natural resources businesses can access a 
full range of services including: 

n  Registered office, registered agent, secretarial and 
registrar services 

n  Company secretarial, board support and administration 
services

n  Bookkeeping, accounting and investor reporting services

n  Professional director services (individual and corporates)

n  Online services allowing secure remote access to 
corporate records

There are a number of regulated corporate services 
providers in Jersey with significant experience in providing 
services to natural resources businesses operating in Africa, 
from start-ups to companies listed on major international 
stock exchanges. 

The Future
Africa’s economy has been predicted to grow by 5% per 
annum until 2040. If such growth is to be achieved, it will 
require a huge upsurge in inbound investment. Jersey’s 
strong links to London, access to its capital markets and its 
strong reputation with institutional investors make it well 
positioned as a destination to attract international capital to 
support investment into the continent. ■

Simon Mackenzie, Group Director, Elian Corporate Services

Africa is home to several of the world’s fastest growing economies and there is 
no doubt that the natural resources sector is one of the engines of the continent’s 
growth. Africa’s rich mineral reserves are continuing to attract the interest of global 
investors and Jersey is increasingly being favoured for business structuring and 
corporate services.
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Jersey has developed an enviable 
reputation as a jurisdiction of choice 

for natural resources businesses 
structuring into Africa

PRIMING AN ENGINE  OF AFRICA’S GROWTH
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Jersey’s appeal
Mining firms in Africa are attracted to Jersey for a variety of 
reasons, including its corporate and personal tax regime, 
regulatory and legislative frameworks, no-nonsense 
approach to business, financial services expertise, 
safe business environment and stable pro-business 
government.

Having built a globally recognised finance industry of the 
highest repute, Jersey is well placed to deliver the kind 
of services that mining firms demand, whilst the high 
regulatory standards demonstrated here, as acknowledged 
by bodies including the World Bank, the OECD and the IMF, 
also offer mining executives and investors peace of mind.

The business model for mining or drilling is typified by 
large up-front capital expenditure and sizeable operational 
risks. Jersey’s tax neutrality means investments can be 
pooled from all over the world to finance mining projects 
in Africa efficiently and cost-effectively, whilst its robust 
legal framework and sound judiciary offer protection to 
investors. 

In addition, through its strong links with London, Jersey 
offers the access to capital markets needed by companies 
in the mining industry. A total of 110 Jersey companies are 
now listed on major exchanges worldwide, with a combined 
market capitalisation of £269bn, reflecting Jersey’s position 
as a centre for listings work. From a time-zone point 
of view, Jersey is conveniently positioned for the major 
investment markets and operating regions in Africa too.

Jersey can also boast one of the most attractive tax 
regimes in Europe. Under its corporate tax regime, mining 
companies pay no corporate tax in the jurisdiction while, 
with there being no capital gains tax, the kind of shares 
and options payments model that mining companies 
often employ works well. The personal tax rate of 20% is 
extremely appealing too.

Of course, because the relocation of a firm’s headquarters 
inevitably involves executives and their families moving 
too, Jersey’s attractive lifestyle is also a major draw. As well 
as Jersey offering a low rate of personal income tax, mining 
executives also appreciate its excellent work-life balance, 
diverse range of properties, and first class health and 
education systems.

With a commitment to building positive lasting relationships 
with Africa, and further mining and natural resources 
companies looking to Jersey to support their strategic 
growth plans in the coming months, Jersey’s position as a 
European centre of substance for African mining companies 
looks strong. ■

Extractive industry firms with some 
presence in Jersey are responsible for 

around £50 billion of investment into Africa 
in the form of the construction of mines, 

equipment and related infrastructure

Digby Wells Environmental provides environmental 
and social services focusing on the mining, natural 
resources and energy sectors. Its client base 
includes the largest multi-national, mid-tier and 
junior companies. Digby Wells has offices in South 
Africa (Johannesburg, Pretoria and Lephalale), Mali 
(Bamako), UK (London) and Jersey. The company 
also has a presence in Ghana, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo and Senegal.

Graham Trusler, CEO of Digby Wells Environmental 
in South Africa, explained that the company’s 
expansion plans have taken a major step forward 
with the establishment of its new office in Jersey:

“Together with the London office, our new office 
in Jersey will bring us closer to our current, and 
prospective clients in Europe and Africa, including 
those in the financial and commercial centres. 
The new office has been established in response 
to demand as we undertake more projects across 
Africa, Europe and elsewhere.”
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Jersey’s tax neutrality means 
investments can be pooled from all 

over the world to finance mining 
projects in Africa efficiently and 

cost-effectively, whilst its robust legal 
framework and sound judiciary offer 

protection to investors

D I G B Y  W E L L S
E N V I R O N M E N T A L

This represents considerable growth in this sector for 
Jersey. Since the first mining company was established 
here in the mid-1990s, a number of mining firms and 
companies involved in the exploration and development 
of a range of minerals and natural resource sites 
have followed suit. Jersey has also witnessed recent 
diversification. The oil and gas sectors have expanded, 
as has the range of firms offering ancillary services 
to mining companies, including advisors, brokers and 
consultants. The result is a landscape that features a 
diverse range of companies in the mining sector.

There is good reason for this success. For mining 
executives, the easy access Jersey can offer to business 
support and high quality financial expertise, within a 
stable jurisdiction, is hugely valuable for protecting 
global assets and ensuring that international business 
strategies can be rolled out effectively.

African mining firms in Jersey
The growth Jersey has seen in the mining and natural 
resources sector is particularly pertinent as far as its 
relationship with Africa is concerned. A rising number 

of mining firms from Africa, or with strong African 
connections, are selecting Jersey for their European 
headquarters.

Over the past ten years, Africa’s economy has grown 
by an average of 5.2% a year and, whilst there are 
numerous reasons for this growth, the expansion 
of Africa’s lucrative natural resources industries has 
undoubtedly played a key role. As a result, Jersey has 
focused increasingly on building positive relationships 
with Africa’s mining community. This year, for instance, 
saw the biggest ever delegation from Jersey attend 
the major Mining Indaba conference in South Africa, 
including a cross-section of professionals from trust 
companies and law firms.

The recent Capital Economics report estimated that 
extractive industry firms with some presence in Jersey 
are responsible for around £50 billion of investment 
into Africa in the form of the construction of mines, 
equipment and related infrastructure. The growth that 
Jersey is seeing in the sector means that this figure is 
likely to rise even further.

Wayne Gallichan, Director of Inward Investment and International Trade, Locate Jersey

In recent years Jersey has emerged as an attractive centre for the headquarters of 
a growing number of exploration and mining companies. Thanks to a number of 

relocations and business launches, at the end of 2014 there were 19 mining, natural 
resources and associated businesses located in Jersey.

‘JERSEY HQ’ 
FOR EXPLORATION AND  

MINING COMPANIES
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Jersey’s trustees have significant experience in matters 
relating to estate planning for African families from 
across the continent and they recognise Africa as a 
melting pot of cultures, ethnic groups and religions, 
with each country providing different and unique 
challenges for estate planning. 

Like many families in emerging markets, African families 
have historically established fiduciary structures to 
protect their assets from the uncertainties and volatility 
of their home countries. African families’ estate and 
succession planning needs are however evolving, so 
whilst this remains a consideration, in our experience 
it is no longer necessarily the principal driver. Families 
are increasingly using structures purely for succession 
planning reasons so that the wealth earned can become 
an enduring legacy for future generations to enjoy. 
This is not merely a trend but increasingly prevalent, 
as families become more internationally mobile and 
the complexity of cross border succession and estate 
planning increases. 

International mobility
As many a trustee will confirm, it is not uncommon for 
a family’s second and third generations to move to new 
countries to study, work, establish a business and/or 
raise a family. This migration of the family members is 
frequently to Western countries and, as such, families 
are increasingly influenced by Western estate and 
especially succession planning methods. Although a 
family member may have left their home country, they 
will often maintain a strong bond to the country where 
the first generation of their family may continue to 
reside. 

Families will discover that as their international footprint 
grows so does the complexity of managing personal and 
business assets in a tax efficient and prudent manner, 
ensuring that assets are not exposed to unnecessary 
risks and taxes. This is especially important as the 
increased distance between family members can 
frequently, if not properly managed, lead to a dilution 

of an established family culture and increasing conflict 
within the family (especially as the family members become 
increasingly susceptible to outside influence). 

This often results in Western estate and succession 
planning structures having an ‘African flavour’ and, in our 
experience, we have found that the entrepreneurial spirit, 
which is often associated with African families, is frequently 
reflected in the assets held within the structure and the 
manner in which the family conducts itself. With families 
and structures of this nature, a trustee will need to be far 
more proactive and engage with relevant parties, especially 
if the underlying asset held in a structure is a family 
business or another asset which has strong sentimental 
value to the beneficiaries. It is vital to have a trustee who 
can properly implement the planning, who understands 
family businesses and who is able to, if necessary, take an 
active and involved role in the management of the structure 
by drawing on their experience, education and professional 
qualifications. 

In addition to estate planning, succession planning and 
asset preservation benefits, fiduciary structures, in 
conjunction with a family governance mechanism, can help 

promote a family’s culture, religious beliefs and ethics, and 
also help to ensure close family relations. The planning also 
allows for international diversification so that families can 
hedge their political risk exposure and diversify their asset 
base. 

Jersey’s credentials
Trustees in Jersey are in a very privileged position of 
being situated in a jurisdiction which has amazing depth 
and history in implementing fiduciary structures and the 
support of some of the world’s leading offshore bankers, 
lawyers, accountants and asset managers. Our judiciary is 
second to none, we have flexible and modern legislation 
relating to our international structures, a strong financial 
regulator, excellent travel links and a modern infrastructure, 
which facilitates business in today’s increasingly complex 
world. As an island, our longevity and the very good fortune 
of being able to draw on over 50 years of experience, 
are further factors which make Jersey an excellent 
destination for African families wishing to establish a robust 
international estate and succession plan. ■ 

Long before Africa was considered the rising star of the global economy, Jersey 
was proud to boast an affinity with the continent. This affinity has grown over the 
years and developed into what is now a significant and longstanding relationship, 
as the recent report by Capital Economics shows. The relationship has been further 
enhanced by the ongoing commitment demonstrated by Jersey’s trustees, bankers 
and asset managers, who frequently travel to the continent.
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Families will discover that as their international footprint grows so 
does the complexity of managing personal and business assets

Wealth Management  
for African families
Michael Giraud, Director and Head of New Business Development 
Dale McNutt, Director and Head of Family Business  
Salamanca Group Trust & Fiduciary
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A SAFE HARBOUR 
FOR AFRICAN ART 

INVESTMENTS
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Contemporary African art is extremely accessible in terms 
of price compared to more established art markets. This 
makes it an appealing option for someone looking to enter 
the market or to diversify their asset class. The team at 
1858 Ltd Art Advisory has noticed a particular surge of 
interest in eastern Africa, reporting that there have always 
been small collectors in Ethiopia and Kenya, but a shift in 
the art being produced is being seen. They explain that 
artists are responsive to their environments, and artists in 
these countries are increasingly expressing their political, 
economic social circumstances through their art, which is 
catching the attention of global buyers and collectors.

As a financial centre of excellence, Jersey has a long 
established relationship with Africa. Fiduciary companies 
have been looking after African UHNWIs’ assets for 
many years and there is a growing pool of African and 
international investors interested in art, who are looking 
to establish appropriate structures in highly regulated 
financial centres such as Jersey. 

Who is buying African art? 
As African art has become more desirable, international 
wealthy collectors and individuals are increasingly 
investing. Shrewd investors are using jurisdictions like 
Jersey to create vehicles, possibly foundations or charitable 
foundations, that own their art collections and ensure 
that they are preserved and passed down through the 
generations, or displayed for the enjoyment of others. 
Increasingly African UHNWIs and the growing middle 
class are buying African art for themselves, following 
an established trend. Many African expats are now 
establishing themselves in London and bringing with them 
extensive art collections to be housed and exhibited in a 
more stable location. 

The rising popularity of local art has been played out 
before in the Asian and Middle East markets, in recent 
years. Just as the Asian marketplace is investing in its 
own art (there is a major trend in Asian investors buying 
key artworks from their celebrated artists), we are seeing 
Africans taking pride in their own cultural works. Similarly, 
the Middle Eastern art market has also enjoyed a boom, 
with wealthy individuals and families purchasing collectable 
Middle Eastern artwork. There, the interest in art has 
become an important part of the local culture, as illustrated 

by a Guggenheim Museum, which is under construction 
in Abu Dhabi. African art too is enjoying great popularity 
at home, with a number of exhibitions to be staged in the 
coming months.

African art certainly seems to be making a name for itself 
in the international market and, with further economic 
growth predicted, this looks set to continue. Jersey 
continues to adapt its service offering to meet international 
client needs. Its proven range of expertise and structuring 
vehicles places it at the epicentre of being able to create 
and administer bespoke structures to help UHNWIs to meet 
their evolving investment aims. As a mature international 
finance centre with a well-established armoury of products 
and vehicles, Jersey will remain a jurisdiction of choice for 
wealthy individuals from Africa and worldwide to create 
bespoke structures to preserve their wealth, and art 
collections for future generations. ■

Tim Cartwright, Director, Hawksford

Private art collections have scarcely been touched by the global recession. 
For many Ultra High Net worth Individuals (UHNWIs), investment into art is 

becoming an increasingly valuable element of their families’ wealth planning. 
This is especially true for Africa, where the notion of art collections is surging. 
Artists are becoming increasingly credible and their works ever more valuable. 

If we look back to 20 years ago, the commercialisation of most of the African art scene was in its 
infancy. It was very localised, fewer pieces of art were being exported and it was certainly not as 
highly valued as today. Since then, a number of factors, such as increasing economic growth and 
stability, and a burgeoning middle class in Africa, have contributed to a cultural change in how 

African art is perceived and has directly impacted its value. Touria El Glaoui, founder and director 
of 1:54, a London-based art fair dedicated to exhibiting and selling contemporary African art, has 

seen “an exponential enthusiasm for the market, with buyers and collectors holding onto a sense of 
tapping into an exciting and nascent market.”

There is a growing pool of African and international 
investors interested in art, who are looking to 

establish appropriate structures in highly regulated 
financial centres such as Jersey 
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The Meghraj family supports a wide range of good causes. Much of 
its original commercial success derived from business activity in East 
Africa, and its roots are in India, so supporting these two regions 
is very close to family members’ hearts. The family’s approach to 
philanthropy is ‘hands-on’, with family members taking a keen interest 
in identifying and evaluating the projects they support and nurture, 
using their time, experience and connections to ensure the capital they 
provide is leveraged or has a multiplier effect to maximise its impact. 
Larger projects are set up on commercial lines, involving partnerships 
with local communities and local governments, with a key component 
being a suitable management framework existing to oversee the 
enduring success of the project. Typically the family will maintain 
strong links with local management. Examples include:

n  M.P. Shah Hospital in Nairobi, Kenya, which is committed to providing 
accessible and affordable healthcare and is consistently ranked as 
one of the top hospitals in East Africa. Many of the victims of the 
Westgate tragedy in September 2013 were treated there.

n  M.P. Shah Medical College in Jamnagar, one of India’s most respected 
educational institutions through which 10,000 doctors have qualified 
over the years.

n  Promoting initiatives to provide practical business education 
to micro-entrepreneurs in India and Africa, with the belief that 
fostering entrepreneurship has a significant positive impact on whole 
communities.

Other projects share the same characteristics and vision: long term 
commitments, close to the hearts of the family, and where its support 
in its various forms makes a measurable difference.

Jersey for Philanthropy
Jersey’s advantages are well known. Its stability, credibility, legal and 
regulatory integrity, tax neutrality, flexibility, and a depth and breadth 
of expertise, regularly see the jurisdiction rated the top international 
finance centre in which to conduct private client business. What is 
also of particular interest to philanthropists is the flexibility of Jersey 
Trust and Foundation laws. The former provides for the creation of 
charitable trusts and non-charitable purpose trusts where the objective 
falls outside of the definition of pure charity, and the latter provides 
for foundations to be created with charitable, non-charitable or mixed 
objectives. This flexibility is important as generally families prefer to 
employ Trustees or establish a Family Office in a single jurisdiction to 
meet their philanthropic needs, in addition to other aspects of their 
business and personal wealth planning. Whatever the chosen vehicle, 
Jersey’s legal and regulatory framework is able to meet a family’s desire 
to keep their charitable activities private or, alternatively, if a Jersey 
Foundation is used, more visible to the extent to which information is 
included in the Foundation’s Charter, this being a document of public 
record.

As Sub-Saharan Africa develops and unlocks its potential, Jersey is well 
placed to build on its existing links with the continent. Leaving a lasting 
legacy through philanthropic activity will remain close to the hearts of 
many successful individuals… for they shall not pass this way again. ■

Philanthropy continues to evolve and become more 
professional in its approach. Families now apply some of 
the criteria used to assess the viability of an investment 
opportunity when considering charitable projects, the 
emphasis being on maximising impact and making a 
measurable difference. Often, support will not just be by 
way of funding but by providing expertise and access to 
a family’s wide network, friends and contacts. 

The desire to give back continues to be driven by the 
family’s values and the vision of the original wealth 
creators. This may be codified by way of a family 
constitution, or by the family guiding their trustees, 
or providing direction by way of representation on the 
Council of the family’s charitable Foundation. The skill 
of the professionals supporting such philanthropic 
families is to efficiently coordinate the activity necessary 
to convert the family’s generosity into tangible action. 
This is where Jersey’s deep pool of talent adds value.

The Meghraj family’s approach
The Meghraj family, the sons of the late Meghji Pethraj 
Shah and their families, is a good example of a family 
that uses a Jersey Family Office. It is supported by a 
Jersey trust and corporate services provider and draws 
on the jurisdiction’s professional services infrastructure 
to coordinate the ownership of business interests, 
personal investments and modern philanthropic 
activity. Although the Meghraj family has strong 
Jersey connections, key family members live around 
the world and travel extensively, and with modern 
communications, Jersey needed to compete on merit. 
Jersey was selected because by ‘ticking all the boxes’, 
it provides a one-stop shop, a factor often towards the 
top of a wealthy family’s list of requirements as time is a 
critical resource.

 

Sailesh Navsaria, Director, Minerva Trust & Corporate Services Limited

Increasingly, wealthy individuals and large companies are becoming 
interested in philanthropy. The Meghraj family has a long history of 

charitable giving and philanthropy, with a particular focus on Africa and 
India. Having worked with the family for over 25 years, Sailesh Navsaria 

looks at their experience from a philanthropic perspective and explains why 
Jersey is an ideal jurisdiction for philanthropic structures. 

‘For I shall not  
pass this way again’

What is of particular interest to 
philanthropists is the flexibility of 
Jersey Trust and Foundation laws

M.P. Shah Hospital, 
Kenya
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Jersey Overseas Aid 
Commission
The Jersey Overseas Aid Commission manages and 
administers funds made available by Jersey’s Government 
for overseas aid. It has supported numerous projects 
in African countries over the years through the funding 
of organisations and charities, by granting aid and 
emergency relief, and by organising frequent Community 
Work projects undertaken by Jersey volunteers. In Nigeria, 
recent projects that have been funded include The Leprosy 
Mission’s development of the Chanchaga Orthopaedic 
Workshop in Minna, Niger State, and a three year initiative 
by the Marie Stopes International Organisation to improve 
women’s health in hard to reach communities in the states 
of Kebbi, Sokoto and Kano. In Kenya, Jersey has recently 
provided funds to Excellent Development, the pioneers of 
sand dams in rural dryland communities, The Good News 
Trust for their South Nyanza Community Development 
Programme, and Sense International for their community 
based initiatives for deaf/blind children.

Many individuals and organisations in Jersey have strong ties with 
African communities and provide valuable assistance where needed. 
Here are just a few examples.

COMMUNITY LINKS

Chanchaga Orthopaedic Workshop, Minna, Nigeria

St Clement’s Church
Canon David Shaw MBE, Rector of St Clement’s Parish 
Church, Jersey, and Canon of Mombasa A.C.K. Cathedral, has 
spearheaded a number of projects in Africa in recent years, 
including the ongoing development of St Clement Primary 
School, Malindi, Kenya. The school has seen significant 
expansion in terms of its capacity and facilities, thanks to 
concerted fundraising efforts by the Church and by many 
other partner organisations and individuals in Jersey, 
including the Jersey Explorer Scout Group, Le Rocquier School 
and Jersey’s own St Clement’s School. Recent additions to the 
Kenyan school have included new classrooms and offices, a 
kitchen and dining room, a toilet and shower block and new 
rental properties to provide income to cover teacher salaries. 
It is hoped that the school, which welcomes around 270 
children every day, will eventually become self-supporting, 
thanks to various income-generating initiatives. 

St Clement Primary School, Malindi, Kenya

Jersey 2 Africa 4 Football 
Foundation and the Red 
Roof Academy
Jersey 2 Africa 4 Football Foundation is a non-profit 
organisation set up by Ricky Weir, a former footballer 
for Jersey and Past President of the Jersey Football 
Association. Together with its strategic corporate 
sponsor, Minerva Trust & Corporate Services Limited, the 
Foundation aims to make a positive, sustainable impact 
on deprived communities in Africa through the power 
of football. Through a number of initiatives, including 
a second-hand football shop in Jersey, the Foundation 
helps to support and develop football resources in the 
Mukuru slum district in Nairobi, Kenya, by sourcing and 
distributing football shorts, boots and equipment. Mr Weir 
set up the Foundation, following a visit to the area with 
Paul Bell, co-founder of the Nairobi Slums Schools Project 
Trust (NSSPT), a long established charitable organisation 
also based in Jersey. Established in 1999 by Mr Bell and his 
wife Gill, the NSSPT has raised significant funds to set up 
and run the Red Roof Academy, a school for 345 pupils, 
with 17 members of staff. Many Jersey volunteers have 
lent their support to the project, including dentist Jacques 
Kuijpers, who recently visited the school to carry out 
dental work on all 345 pupils.

‘Jersey 2 Africa 4 Football Foundation’ beneficiaries

The Ruff’s Kitchen feeding program in Zimbabwe

Ruff’s Kitchen
Jonathon Ruff, founder of Jersey-based company LedHut, 
has developed ‘Ruff’s Kitchen’, a project to provide meals 
to vulnerable children in Zimbabwe. Ruff’s Kitchen reaches 
out to over 3,500 children every day, providing much 
needed meals. The initiative is run in partnership with the 
Nhaka Foundation, a non-profit organization providing 
access to education and health care for vulnerable and 
orphaned children in Zimbabwe. The feeding program is 
run and managed by the community through volunteers 
who come to cook every morning and serve the meals 
to the children at the schools. Other volunteers ensure 
that there is firewood at the feeding stations and that the 
surrounding environs are kept clean.

IWA Club members, Ghana

Jersey Schools
Many Jersey schools have developed links with 
counterparts in Africa. Here is an insight into some of 
these projects. De La Salle Primary School and College 
have contributed a wide range of educational materials 
to schools in Ghana, including desks, chairs, textbooks 
and exercise books. They also provide direct support to a 
project in Kenya, near Kisumu. Jersey College for Girls is 
a member of the International Women’s Academy (IWA), a 
network of clubs in schools, universities and companies 
that work collaboratively on projects that empower the 
less privileged female members of society. The College 
is currently developing links with the IWA Club in Ghana 
through robotics and programming projects. Le Rocquier 
School and St Clement’s School in Jersey have developed 
close ties with St Clement Primary School in Malindi, Kenya, 
as already mentioned, and have raised much needed funds 
and provided uniform, amongst other forms of support 
and assistance. ■
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Useful Network
of Contacts

The States of Jersey  
(Jersey’s Government)

Website: www.gov.je

Jersey Financial  
Services Commission

Website: www.jerseyfsc.org 

Jersey Bankers’ Association
Website: www.jerseybankersassociation.com

Jersey Society of Chartered  
and Certified Accountants

Website: www.jscca.org

Jersey Association  
of Trust Companies

Website: www.jatco.org
Law Society of Jersey

Website: www.jerseylawsociety.je 

Jersey Funds Association 

Website: www.jerseyfunds.org

Jersey Chamber of Commerce

Website: www.jerseychamber.com 

Locate Jersey

Website: www.locatejersey.com 

Jersey International Insurance Association

Website: www.jerseyiia.org

Jersey Finance Members

Website: www.jerseyfinance.je/member-directory

www.jerseyfinance.je

This publication is brought to you by Jersey Finance, a body 
established in 2001 to promote and lead the development of Jersey 

as an International Finance Centre (IFC).

The organisation’s primary objective is to communicate the many factors 
that make Jersey a leading IFC, including the experience and expertise of its 
practitioners; its political, economic and fiscal stability; and its high level of 

regulation and security.
It also actively represents the finance industry’s needs and concerns with regard 

to legislation, regulation and other key areas of innovation that can enhance 
Jersey’s product offering.

Jersey Finance delivers a promotional programme of networking events; hosts 
business and government delegations from Jersey; organises Community of 
Interest groups for in-country practitioners who do business with Jersey and 

offers introductory services for Jersey businesses new to the regions.

 
For more information about Jersey’s international  

finance centre, please visit:

 www.youtube.com/jerseyfinance@jerseyfinancewww.linkedin.com/company/jersey-finance

Head Office

Jersey Finance Limited 
4th Floor, Sir Walter Raleigh 
House, 48-50 Esplanade, 
Jersey JE2 3QB, Channel Islands

T: +44 (0) 1534 836000
E: jersey@jerseyfinance.je

London Office

Jersey Finance Limited  
4th Floor, 2 Queen Anne’s 
Gate, London SW1H 9BP 
United Kingdom

T: +44 (0)7908 274 694
E: london@jerseyfinance.je

About 
Jersey Finance

www.jerseyfinance.je

 www.youtube.com/jerseyfinance

www.twitter.com/jerseyfinance

www.linkedin.com/company/jersey-finance

www.jerseyfinance.je
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